
Keynote Speaker
Izzy Cunningham, Scribe & Grow
Since 2017 I have lived and worked on the beautiful Isle 
of Skye.  It was here that Scribe & Grow was founded. 
Prior to our move to Skye my husband and I lived in 
London where I worked as an event organiser for 
Burberry the iconic fashion brand. Whilst we loved our 
time in the city, eventually stress took its toll on my 
mental health and it was time to change our way of life. 
After a brief stay in Edinburgh, we moved to the Isle 
of Skye.  Our main goal was to live a simpler life whilst 
focusing on starting a family. Sometime later covid 
struck and the income from our small holiday cottage 
disappeared overnight.  With a sense of purpose and the 
very real need for an income, I began to work on ideas for 
a business, and Scribe & Grow was born.Today I divide 
my time between growing the business and caring for a 
young family.
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A warm welcome to the 2022 Business 
Competition organised on behalf of the 
University of the Highlands and Islands. 
I would like to thank all our sponsors for their generous 
support, as well as our judging panel, who once again 
had a challenging task in selecting the shortlist. Our 

judges this year are Samantha Cribb from HBS Ring Ltd 
and Member of the Board of Management; Shane Healy, 
Distilling Director Whyte and MacKay; Mairi MacDonald 
Enterprise Manager at the Royal Bank Of Scotland.

Roz and Helen, CREATE, Centre for Remote and  
Sustainable Communities, UHI Inverness.

Lisa Anderson lives in Oban. Scottish whisky, consumed 
all over the world because of its unique taste, is further 
enhanced by adding water to release the aroma and flavour.  
Lisa’s aim is to sell specific water from the area of Scotland 
where your whisky originates - adding to and amplifying the 
whisky taste experience.

Jack Barrie lives in Inverness.  Jack’s business,  
VShake, is a Scottish start-up working on designing a 
supplement shaker that lets you enjoy your shakes the 
way they were meant to be! His mission is simple: to design 
health and fitness products that keep their promise, are 
bought once, and loved forever!

Ciara Bow is from Ardgay and is the founder of Gledfield 
Distillery, her inspiration to resurrect her ancestors’ craft 
back to its home. Creating essential employment, tourism 
and community donation with every sale, they will produce 
a first of its kind to Sutherland - a botanical spirit, inspired 
by their environment. An industry game changer!

Aleksandra Czeck-Seklecka is an ESOL student living 
in Inverness. Her idea, QuickPick app, makes it easy to 
find a driver for your parcels who will deliver them whilst 
doing another job.  It is cheaper, efficient and saves carbon 
footprint by reducing empty runs!

Michael Fallows is a Business Management student 
studying at UHI West Highland.  Michael and his business 
partner Connor Rae launched Michaels Culinary School, 
a cooking school which provides one-to-one lessons 
designed for the absolute beginner who wants to know the 
basics or an intermediate who wants to enhance their skills 
in the culinary world with a number of classes and courses 
based in Inverness for ages 15+.

Declan Logan is a Welding and Fabrication student 
studying at UHI Inverness. With collectables being as 
popular as they are, the demand for high-quality displays 
is higher than before. Declan’s aim is to manufacture and 
sell various stands and displays using the best materials, 
built with the best manufacturing processes to give a high-
quality product that anyone would be proud to have as part 
of their collection.

Calum Macdonald is a BEng (Hons) Energy Engineering 
student studying at UHI Outer Hebrides. His idea is for a 
small modular vertical farming unit that integrates sensors 
and is standalone but can integrate with other units. The 
aim is to produce an affordable system for enthusiasts and 
commercial growers alike in rural and urban areas with an 
emphasis on flexibility. The business is built around the 
supply of said units, sensors, seeds, and consultation.

Scott MacDonald lives in Inverness. The North of Scotland 
has an abundance of potential where renewable energy 
is concerned. The problem is access to these remote 
areas and the ability to survey the land accurately from 
the ground.  Drone surveys will change the landscape of 
Scotland, helping build a sustainable  
future for generations to come.

Cameron Mckechnie lives in Thurso. Activate your 
nervous system and discover true mindfulness with 
ArcticReay’s innovative, sustainable, and non-toxic plastic 
contrast chamber. Whether you are an athlete, suffer 
chronic pain or want to build mental and physical fortitude - 
just simply fill with water and feel your body and mind relax.

Chloe Muir is a Business and Management Degree student 
studying at UHI Inverness. Chloe’s proposal is to install 
wind turbines by the road/railway/runway to transform 
the force of kinetic energy from fast-moving traffic 
into electricity.  Furthermore, an app could be created 
to establish how much energy is created on travellers’ 
journeys, as well as compare journeys based on their 
approximated energy offsetting.

Sandra Reina is an HNC Business student based at UHI 
Inverness. With the UK moving from hydrocarbons - tools 
and vehicles will become electric. However, some sites are 
remote and getting an electric supply can be difficult. That 
is where our battery storage comes in.  It can be delivered 
to a site and, once depleted, it will be swapped over for 
another.  

Anna Renouf lives in Brora.  Her business, FireHorse, is 
a forward-thinking waste management company that is 
looking to develop a sustainable and renewable biomass 
briquette.   Anna is looking to tackle the growing problems 
of horse waste management and heating our homes from 
renewable, cost-efficient, and sustainable sources.

Joy Rollinson is a BA History student studying at UHI 
North Highland.  Joy’s business idea is to create and sell 
natural, sustainable, and eco-friendly clothing made from 
100% wool. This clothing would be knitted by Joy and sold 
in a shop on her family’s off-grid croft in Caithness. The 
business would operate from an off-grid location - using 
only solar and wind power.

Rebecca Wallace is an Aircraft Engineering student 
based at UHI Perth.  Becky’s idea is for a ‘smart’ jumper 
to help tackle the domestic violence crisis. Any physical 
abuse directed towards a victim could be detected by the 
technology within the jumper and the data stored securely.  
This new way of gathering evidence could facilitate justice.

Meet the finalists

Welcome

Welcome to  UHI Inverness Roz Thomas
Enterprise Lecturer, UHI Inverness

Professor Christopher O’Neil
Principal and Chief Executive,  
UHI Inverness

Keynote speaker Izzy Cunningham
Founder of Scribe and Grow

Thank you on behalf of the judges Samantha Cribb
Managing Director, HBS Ring Ltd and member of the 
Board of Management, UHI Inverness

The Prizegiving

Presentation to the Finalists Professor Christopher O’Neil
Principal and Chief Executive,  
UHI Inverness

Example of Prizes
Bop Prize including Johnston Carmichael and Harper Macleod LLP Award packages

Best Engineering • Best Commercial • Best Student • Best Social Impact
Best Presentation • Best Researched • Best Culture and Environment

Most Innovative • Youth Entrepreneurship Award

Presentation of prizes by
Graham Hastie representing Engineers in Business Fellowship

Claire Munro and Deborah Tait representing Northern Innovation Hub
Professor Todd Walker Principal and Vice Chancellor, representing UHI

Callum Macleod representing Harper Macleod LLP
Scott Jeffrey representing Johnston Carmichael

Samantha Cribb representing HBS Ring Ltd
David Massey representing The Apprentice Store

Jimmy Hendry representing Jimmy Hendry master plumber

Thanks
Close Mark Sheridan

Chair of the Board of Management, UHI Inverness

Professor Vicky Johnson
Director, UHI Centre for Remote and Sustainable 
Communities


